Patch Installation Guide for erwin Evolve 2020.1
This guide covers the installation of two patches, one for erwin Evolve Suite (build 240) and
one for erwin Evolve Web Platform (build 418).
These patches fix several upgrade issues between previous Evolve versions and the 2020.1.1
initial release.

Do I need this patch?
If you have not yet installed 2020.1.1, please use the new installer, which includes these fixes.
If you have installed 2020.1.1 on the previous build numbers, and are running fine, you do not
require these patches. If however you are having Global Search issues, this patch may help.

Patch Release Evolve Suite (Desktop) 2020.1.1.248
Copy the new ValidateRepository to the erwin/bin folder replacing the copy that is already there.
Do not rename or move the original version. If you require to keep it, copy it to another location.
Running VR with “-applyfixes” should generate one error

Press ‘Y’ to update your database.
This patch will ensure the deletion of the audit data when a model is deleted and the removal of the
entry from the profile table.

Patch Release Evolve Web Platform 2020.1.1.420
To patch Evolve Services stop the CWS Search Services (this may stop Windows requesting
a reboot when the evolve Services are uninstalled).
Navigate to the evolve CWServices folder and copy the common.json file to another location.
This contains your search configuration and will be removed when the services are
uninstalled so it will need to be put back when the updated services are installed.
In add/remove programs uninstall ‘Evolve Services’.
When that completes run the Casewise.services.msi installer.

When the folder location dialog appears it defaults to “program files (x86), change that to the
location where evolve is installed

And then continue with the setup.
When the setup completes stop the CWS Services again and copy the common.json file in the
evolve CWServices folder replacing the one that is there.
Finally restart the CWS Services. Global Search should resume operation.
This patch handles an issue where search results would not be returned if an object in the
model has two properties with the same Property script name. A situation that should not
normally arise.

